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I.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBPROJECT

1. The Municipality of Pangantucan in the Province of Bukidnon in Region 10 through the
Integrated Natural Resources and Environmental Project (INREMP)-Component 2:
Smallholder and Institutional Investments in Conservation increased and URB productivity
enhanced in the forestry, agriculture and rural sectors, submitted its subproject proposal
document (SPD) to Asian Development Bank (ADB) for review and issuance of “no
objection letter” (NOL).
2. The proposed Rural Infrastructure – Rehabilitation of New-Eden – Concepcion
Access Road and Foot Trails is a subproject under the Integrated Natural Resources
and Environmental Management Project (INREMP). It has a total length of 5.260 km. The
proposed RI design has a portion of concrete road of 600 m from the station 0+600 to
1+200 with a width of 4 meters, gravel road of about 2,850 m from station 0+000 to 0+600,
Station 1+200 to 3+450, and concrete foot trails of 1,810 m from station 3+450 to 5+260.
The route will start at station 0+000 at New Eden to station 5+260 at Concepcion,
Pangantucan, Bukidnon.
3. The proposed subproject has a total cost of Nineteen Million Two Hundred Six Thousand
Seven Hundred Sixty Pesos and Sixty-nine centavos (Php 19,206,760.69). The INREMP
grant will be Fifteen Million Three Hundred Sixty-Five Thousand Four Hundred-Eight
Pesos and Seventy-three Centavos (Php 15,365,408.73) and the LGU counterpart will be
Three Million Eight Hundred Forty-One Thousand Three Hundred Fifty-two Pesos and
Eighteen centavos (Php 3,841,352.18). The LGU equity will be taken from its 20%
development fund stipulated in its annual budget.
II.

DUE DILIGENCE REVIEW (DDR)

4. The ADB, noted in its SPD review: “Paragraph 136: there might be complaint in IR related
as seen in the photos, there are vegetation along roadside, some trees/crops will be
affected during road construction/clearing”.
5. Further noted in the ADB-INREMP meeting held on March 16, 2018 with Social Safeguard
Specialist held at ADB Philippine Country Office, a due diligence review is requested in
relation to aforementioned concern and also to verify if there are any involuntary
resettlement concerns and other impacts.
6. Following the above mentioned, a due diligence review (DDR) was conducted on April
and July 2018. The succeeding discussion are the result of the DDR activity.
7. DDR includes assessment of available location map, review of the joint site validation
activity, review of subproject proposal and conduct of inventory of losses and its results.
Except for the latter, assessment and review of documents was conducted in a plenarydiscussion with the LGU-SPMU and INREMP staff. Inventory of Losses was jointly
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conducted by the LGU-SPMU, IP Representative, INREMP Representative and Barangay
Representative.
a. Review of Location Map

8. To facilitate discussion of involuntary resettlement (IR) and indigenous peoples (IP)
concerns of the proposed subproject, a location map was presented to the LGU-SPMU
during the plenary-workshop and assessment ensued.
9. The location map1 shows the current land classification, land use and the existing tenurial
instruments where the proposed rural infrastructure is located. As indicated in the map,
the proposed rural infrastructure subproject traverses portion of the ancestral domain,
portion of “buffer zone” (foot) of Mt. Kalatungan Range Natural Park and along CBFMA
areas. It is within the forest land and does not traverse in any alienable and disposable (A
& D) land area/s. Location of the natural resources management (NRM) subprojects are
1

Location Map was prepared by INREMP-NPCO Geographic Information System (GIS) Specialist, using sources from
INREMP generated maps, National Commission on Indigenous People (NCIP), Forest Management Bureau (FMB)
and National Mapping and Resource Information Authority (NAMRIA).
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also shown and corresponding People’s Organization (PO) and Indigenous People’s
Organization (IPO) involved in NRM.
10. Among the direct beneficiaries of the proposed subproject as indicated in the map is the
Portulin, Talaandig Tribal Association, Inc. (PTTAI), an IPO implementing INREMP-NRM
(reforestation and agroforestry) subprojects. INREMP staff (WMPCO) also noted during
discussion that PTTAI is also implementing Community Based Protection Management
(CBPM), Conservation Farming (CF) and Livelihood Enhancement Support (LES)
subprojects.
11. As shown in the map, the following social safeguards that needs to be addressed are the
following:




Consent and consultation with the IPs (PTTAI)
IP Plan to ensure negatives impacts (if any) of the proposed subproject is
addressed
Proposed subproject may be ineligible as per Technical Bulletin (TB) No.
1-1 “Supplemental Guidelines on the Identification of Access Roads, Foot
Trails and/or Tire Tracks under Component 2: Smallholder and Institutional
Investment and Rural Infrastructure, item No. 2, RI subprojects are
ineligible within NIPAS areas.”

b. Joint Field Validation Documentation Review
12. The proposed subproject conducted its joint (LGU-INREMP) field validation 2 on June 21,
2016 to validate site conditions and proposed scope of works and noted the following
findings:
 The farm lots or the cultivating area of the community is already
encroaching the road, as evidenced by crops and plants already at the
edge of road. Easement area is not anymore present;
 The foot trail is not significant at some areas due to abundant vegetation;
and
 In the submitted Concept, it was mentioned that the community and IPs
that may be affected by the influenced area are willing to waive or donate
the portion of their land for the benefit of the subproject. This will not be
necessary anymore provided that the design will maintain the same width
as the existing which is 4 meters. However, as per actual condition
validated, there were several station points of the proposed road that the
farmlands and natural bushes were already encroaching on the road area
or are the very edge of the narrowed road.
13. The ensuing 2 days (June 22-23) of the joint validation were devoted to adjustments on
the engineering design and workshop at the LGU Municipal Hall. Clearing of shrubs and
2

See Appendix 29 of the Subproject Proposal Document: Documentation of On-site Assessment/Validation (June
2016), pages 146-153
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possible encroachments along the existing road right of way (easement) vis-à-vis the
proposed scope of works were discussed. Specifically, if the road width will be widened,
portions of around sixteen (16) untilled/unproductive farm lots that used to be planted with
sugarcane will be affected. These farm lots that will be possibly affected if road is widened
beyond the existing 4-meter road with easements are along the road sections of the
proposed scope of works presented in the table below:
Proposed Scope of Work
2850 meters road gravelling

Station
Affected Person/s (AP)
Station 0+000 to 0+600
Sally Kilat
Station 1+200 to 3+000
Jaime Danlayon
Romeo Baguio
600 meters road concreting
Station 0+600 to 1+200
Ernesto Salamorin
Provision of Stone Masonry Station 0+000 to 0+600
Antonieto Garces
Line Canal
Station 0+600 to 1+200
Harris Jumao-as
Station 1+700 to 2+000
Station 2+100 to 3+050 to Armando Calacar
Amaldo Salmorin
3+450
Roel Josol
Provision of RCPC Drains
Station 3+580 to 3+600
Alfredo Omandam Jr.
Station 3+660 to 3+675
Fortunato Tejano
Station 3+700 to 3+720
Gaudiosa Lumay
Provision of Riprap Stone Station 3+580 to 3+600
Sanny Andag-um
Masonry Soil Stabilization
Station 3+660 to 3+675
Teofilo Andag-um Jr.
Station 3+700 to 3+720
Joven Adoracion
14. Based on the above-mentioned field validation findings, the recommendation and initial
agreement during workshop was: The LGU to be certain that there will be no road widening
to ensure that is no land acquisition particularly on adjacent farmlands. With regard to the
farmlands and plants encroaching on the road, the LGU to immediately limit the natural
boundaries and maintain the natural 4-meter width of the road. This is to not promote
disputes or issues that may result to possible identification of Project Affected Persons
(PAPs) and land acquisition which may require donation or compensation.
c. Subproject Proposal Document (SPD) Review
15. SPD3 of LGU Pangantucan that was submitted to Asian Development Bank (ADB) for
review and issuance of no objection letter (NOL) on September 2017 was revisited.
Specifically, Chapter 6: Social and Environmental Safeguards, 6.1: Involuntary
Resettlement and Land Acquisition and; 6.2 IPs Consultation and Participation in
paragraphs 112 to 129 were discussed. SPD review took note of the social safeguard
concerns identified in the review of location map and joint field/site validation, if they were
addressed. Information in the SPD were verified and reaffirmed with the LGU-SPMU and
INREMP Staff. Table below shows the summary on how the social safeguards concerns
were addressed in the SPD.

3

See SPD attached to this document for reference
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No.
1

Social Safeguards Concerns to be
addressed
Consent and consultation with the IPs
(PTTAI)

SPD Review
IP Resolution of Support (Appendix 10, page
82)
IP Consultation Minutes of Meeting and
Attendance Sheet (Appendix 11, pages 8394)
NCIP Certification on CADC application
(Appendix 12, page 95)

2

3

4

IP Plan to ensure negatives impacts (if
any) of the proposed subproject is
addressed
Proposed subproject may be ineligible as
per Technical Bulletin (TB) No. 1-1
“Supplemental Guidelines on the
Identification of Access Roads, Foot
Trails and/or Tire Tracks under
Component
2:
Smallholder
and
Institutional Investment and Rural
Infrastructure, item No. 2, RI subprojects
are ineligible within NIPAS areas.”
The farm lots or the cultivating area of the
community is already encroaching the
road, as evidenced by crops and plants
already at the edge of road.
Easement area is not anymore present;
The foot trail is not significant at some
areas due to abundant vegetation; and
In the submitted Concept, it was
mentioned that the community and IPs
that may be affected by the influenced
area are willing to waive or donate the
portion of their land for the benefit of the
subproject. This will not be necessary
anymore provided that the design will
maintain the same width as the existing
which is 4 meters. However, as per
actual condition validated, there were
several station points of the proposed
road that the farmlands and natural
bushes were already encroaching on the

Contract of Usufruct and NCIP Certification
(Appendix 17 pages 110-121)
No IP Plan. Only discussion of number of
registered IPs within the influence area and
positive impacts of the proposed subproject.
As regards the “buffer zone”, the Protected
Area Management Zone Board (PAMB)
issued a certification that the proposed
subproject “does not fall within the strict
protection zone of the Mt. Kalatungan Range
Natural Park.
PAMB Certification Issued (Appendix 27,
page 143)
Under 6.1 Involuntary Resettlement and Land
Acquisition (paragraph 120-125), the LGU
noted that there will be no involuntary
resettlement impacts and further committed to
their previous agreement during jointvalidation activity held on June 2016, that the
“adjustments on the engineering design…the
LGU ascertained whether or not there will be
widening to ensure that there is no land
acquisition particularly on adjacent farmlands.
With regards to the farmlands and plants
encroaching on the road, the LGU will
immediately limit the present boundaries and
maintain the four (4) meter width of the
existing road. This will prevent the possibility
of encroachment in the area which may lead
to disputes or issues.”
The SPMU, re-affirmed that this still stands
and applicable and that the engineering
aspect will adjust in case un-anticipated
impacts will be encountered.
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road area or are the very edge of the
narrowed road.
Around 16 Farm lot owners/tillers will be SPD indicated no affected farm lot
affected if road width is widened
owners/tillers in lieu of their commitment not
to further widen the existing width and
easement of the road.
16. As mentioned in 6.2 IPs Consultation and Participation (paragraphs 126-129), around 428
registered IPs (CBMS 2015-2016) were identified in the influence area of the proposed
subproject. Among the direct beneficiaries of the proposed subproject are the IPs from
Talaandig, Manobo and Higaonon. The SPD identified 428 IPs within the influence area
and users of the proposed access road. IPs favorably endorsed the subproject noting that
the rehabilitation of the road will improve their access to health services and workers, to
educational facilities and increase in availing of government services. This aside from the
PTTAI’s engagement in various INREMP subprojects.
17. Resolution of Support, Contract of Usufruct Agreement were issued and consultations
were held with the IPs. NCIP actively participated in these activities. Indigenous People’s
Checklist (Appendix 15, page 100), noted no negative impacts on crops, trees, residential
dwellings and other assets of the IPs.
18. As regards the absence of IP Plan, the LGU-SPMU noted that the PTTAI has a draft
ADSDPP (in Visayan language) and is assisted by an non-government organization and
NCIP. However, it remains a draft and that CADC is still on process. INREMP Staff
mentioned that a Community Management Plan (CMP) 4 has been prepared and is
currently being updated by PTTAI to include other INREMP subprojects. To ensure that
the proposed rural infrastructure subproject is included in the updated CMP, it was agreed
that the updated CMP will be jointly (LGU, WMPCO of Don Carlos and PPMO) presented
and consulted to PTTAI.
19. Involuntary Resettlement and Land Acquisition in paragraphs 121-123 of the SPD stated
that the proposed subproject will not incur resettlement impacts and no land acquisition.
The SPMU noted that at least a minimum of 4-meter width road is existing and that
easements are also existing and encroached by shrubs or vegetation that will be cleared.
Farm lot owners and tillers were notified not to further encroach the existing road right of
way including the easement should they decide to plant in the future. LGU-SPMU
maintained that following this engineering adjustment will no longer affect the 16 farm lot
owners/tillers.
20. Involuntary Resettlement Checklist (Appendix 14, page 99), indicated no impacts on
crops, trees, economic structures, fixed assets, residential structures and land acquisition.
It noted that land use is Certificate of Stewardship and a Certificate of Ancestral Domain

4

CMP describes the current community land use, potential development map, investment plans (targets and
activities) and includes all sub projects to be funded under INREMP. It is patterned from Ancestral Domain
Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP). It was remarked during ADB meeting held on March 16,
2018, that the CMP prepared by the IPs is equivalent to the IP Plan compliance of the Project (INREMP).
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Claim (CADC) has been filed by the Portulin-Talaandig Tribal Association, Inc. (PTTAI) at
the National Commission of Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) Office.

III.

Corrective Measures based on DDR
Updating of CMP (IP Plan)

21. CMP of PTTAI is currently being updated and finalized with the assistance of PPMO and
WMPCO of Don Carlos. Among the updating of CMP is the inclusion of rural infrastructure,
specifically the Rehabilitation of New-Eden – Concepcion Access Road and Foot Trails.
On 25 April 2018, version of the updated CMP with the inclusion of rural infrastructure was
presented and consulted with the PTTAI. A resolution accepting the CMP updates was
issued by the PTTAI, on the same date. Likewise, minutes of the meeting and attendance
sheets were taken (see Attachment No. 1).
22. To date, CMP of PTTAI is finalized to comply to ADB’s comments and suggestion to
improve the document.

Field Survey
23. To ensure that there will be no IR impacts and for documentation, it was agreed in meeting
with the LGU-SPMU to conduct re-inventory of losses along the proposed road
rehabilitation alignment. Crops, trees and other structures that are nearest to the 4.00meter width existing road and along the critical stations identified during field/site validation
will be photographed (geo-tagged). Last 19 July 2018, a joint inventory of losses was
conducted from station 0+000 to station 3+050. The geo-tagged photos and explanatory
notes below show the result of the activity. A certification was also issued by the team
(see Attachment No. 2).
During field survey, as noted in the 2016 joint-validation of INREMP-LGU Team, shrubs,
weeds and wild plants still encroach portions of the existing road, specifically along the
road shoulder of which the .5-meters easement for the rehabilitation of access road will
be used. Map below show the location and photos taken in 2016. Selected photos are
also provided to compare 2016 to 2018 photos of field survey.
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Map and photos during joint field survey in 2016.
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24. Geo-tagged Photos During Field Survey (Inventory of Losses Activity held on July 19,
2018) and Photos taken during 2016-joint validation field survey
Photo No. 1
Scope of Work: Site for Road Re-gravelling and provision of stone masonry line canal
Station 0+000 to 0+600
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 Beginning of Proposed Subproject
 4.00-meter width existing road and with existing canal (right side of the photo). This will
be cleared of the shrubs and part of rehabilitation. Shrubs and weeds (left side of photo)
encroaching the .5-meter easement. This will be cleared for the construction of line canal
 Shrubs, weeds and wild plants along the 4.00-meter width and .5-meter both sides of the
easement will be cleared for the construction of line canal.
 In 2016 joint-validation, shrubs, weeds and wild plants along this area was likewise
observed. No existing crops, trees, agricultural plots and other structures will be affected

Shoulder

Road Width

Existing Canal
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Photo No. 2a
Scope of Work: Site for Road Re-gravelling and provision of stone masonry line canal
Station 0+000 to 0+600
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 6.00-meter width existing road
 4-meter carriageway is clear and .5-meter for each side for the line canal will be cleared
of weeds
 Fruit tree is 1.50-meter away from the existing road. It will not be cut.
 No existing crops, trees, agricultural plots and other structures will be affected
 Weeds along the 6-meter width existing road will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, weeds in this area was likewise observed. See photo below.

Shoulder

Shoulder
Existing road width
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Photo No. 2b (Before Photo)
Scope of Work: Site for Road Re-gravelling and provision of stone masonry line canal
Station 0+000 to 0+600
Inventory of Losses Remarks: this photo was taken in 2016 joint-validation. Taken on the
forward side at 1108m altitude compared to Photo No. 2a at altitude 1103m Trees on both sides
will not be affected or cut as the existing road is 6 meters.
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Photo No. 3
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road concreting, provision of PCCP
Station 0+600 to 1+200
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 5.60-meter width existing road
 No standing crops and trees noted
 No existing crops, trees, agricultural plots and other structures will be affected
 Cogon grass along the 5-meter width will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, cogon grass in this area was likewise observed

Shoulder

Existing Road Width

Shoulder

Road Width
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Photo No. 4
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road concreting, provision of PCCP
Station 0+600 to 1+200
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 6.40-meter width existing road
 No standing crops and trees noted
 No existing crops, trees, agricultural plots and other structures will be affected
 Cogon grass along the 5-meter width will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, cogon grass in this area was likewise observed
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Photo No. 5a
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road re-gravelling and provision of masonry line canal
Station 1+200 to 2+100
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 4.20-meter width existing road
 Structures (both side) are at least 3.00 to 4.00 meters away from the existing 4.20-meter
width road. They will not be affected by the proposed subproject
 Standing tree (left side of photo) is at least 3.00 meters away from existing 4.20-meter
width road. It will not be cut.
 Both sides are unproductive agricultural plots used to be planted with sugarcane.
Owners and tenants were informed not to further encroach the existing road if they
decide to plant sugarcane.
 Weeds along the 5.00-meter width will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, weeds and grass along this area was likewise observed
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Photo No. 5b
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road re-gravelling and provision of masonry line canal
Station 1+200 to 2+100
Inventory of Losses Remarks:

Photo 5b. taken during 2016 joint validation. Full
image of structure at left side is shown in photo
5c

Photo 5c. front image of structure at left
side of the road as shown in photo 5c
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Photo No. 6
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road re-gravelling and provision of masonry line canal
Station 1+200 to 2+100
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 4.00-meter width existing road
 .5-meter needed for both side for line canal is enough
 Standing tree and bananas (left side of photo) is at least 1.50 meters away from existing
4.00-meter width road. It will not be cut.
 Standing trees (right side of photo) has enough space and construction will adjust to
avoid cutting of this tree.
 Both sides are unproductive agricultural plots used to be planted with sugarcane.
Owners and tenants were informed not to further encroach the existing road if they
decide to plant sugarcane.
 Weeds along the 5.00-meter width will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, weeds and grass along this area was likewise observed
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Photo No. 7
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road re-gravelling and provision of masonry line canal
Station 2+100 to 3+050
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 4.00-meter width existing road
 Standing tree (right side of photo) is at least 1.50 meters away from existing 4.00-meter
width road. It will not be cut.
 Both sides are unproductive agricultural plots used to be planted with sugarcane.
Owners and tenants were informed not to further encroach the existing road if they
decide to plant sugarcane.
 Weeds along the 5.00-meter width will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, weeds and grass along this area was likewise observed
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Photo No. 8
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road re-gravelling and provision of masonry line canal
Station 2+100 to 3+050
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 4.00-meter width existing road
 Structures (both side) are at least 3.00 meters away from the existing 4.00-meter width
road. They will not be affected by the proposed subproject
 Standing tree (right side of photo) is at least 4.00 meters away from existing 4.00-meter
width road. It will not be cut.
 Both sides are unproductive agricultural plots used to be planted with sugarcane.
Owners and tenants were informed not to further encroach the existing road if they
decide to plant sugarcane.
 Shrubs, weeds and grass along the 5.00-meter width will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, weeds and grass along this area was likewise observed
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Photo No. 9
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road re-gravelling and provision of masonry line canal
Station 2+100 to 3+050
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 4.00-meter width existing road
 No standing crops, trees or any structures noted
 No agricultural plots on both sides, neither area is planted with crops and trees
 Shrubs, weeds and grass along the 5.00-meter width will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, weeds and grass along this area was likewise observed
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Photo No. 10
Scope of Work: Site/area for Road re-gravelling and provision of masonry line canal
Station 2+100 to 3+050
Inventory of Losses Remarks:
 End of road rehabilitation
 4.00-meter width existing road
 No standing crops, trees and other structures noted
 Shrubs, weeds and grass along the 5.00-meter width will be cleared during construction
 In 2016 joint-validation, weeds and grass along this area was likewise observed

IV.

CONCLUSION

25. Based from the discussion above, the following conclusion:




IR impacts (land acquisition and compensation of assets on land) avoided
through engineering adjustment.
Field survey to conduct inventory of losses re-conducted to photo-document
the avoidance of IR impact/s affirmed avoidance of IR impacts
IR and IP Checklists and other certifications (PAMB, NCIP and IP) are
consistent with the discussion on SPD
23




V.

IP Plan compliance is through updating of CMP and finalization is likewise
cleared and to be disclosed (harmonized with ADB IP Plan requirements).
Consultation conducted to IPs/PTTAI for updating and finalization of CMP

Attachments

Attachment No. 1: PTTAI Resolution, Minutes of Meeting and Attendance Sheet of CMP
Consultation
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Attachment No. 2: Joint-Certification on Inventory of Losses
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